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chiefly characterized by an inequilateral bivalve, no larger
than a small pea, which conchologists term the. Posidonom!,;

and by the teeth and ichthyodorulites of fishes: on the surface,

too, of some of its ripple-marked slabs, curious records lie

inscribed of the doings of the earlier reptiles. On one large

slab in the Warwick Museum, figured by Sir Roderick Mur

chison, we may see the footprints of some betailed batrachian,

that vent waddling along, greatly at its leisure, several hun

dred thousand years ago, like the sheep of the nursery rhyme,

"trailing its tail behind it." There is a double track of foot

prints on the flag,
- those of the right and left feet: in the

middle, between the two, lies the long groove formed by the

tail,-a groove continuous, but slightly zig-zagged, to indicate

the waddle. The creature half-way in its course lay down to

rest, having apparently not much to do, and its abdomen formed

a slight hollow in the sand beneath. In again rising to its

feet, it sprawled a little; and the hinder part of its body, in

getting into motion, fretted the portion of the surface that fur

nished the main fulcrum of the movement, into two wave-like

curves. The marks on another slab of the same formation

compose such a notice of the doings of one of the earlier che

lonians as a provincial editor would set into type for his news

paper, were the reptile My Lord Somebody, his patron. The

chelonian journeyed adown a moist sandy slope, furrowed by

ripple-markmgs, apparently to a watering-place. He travelled

leisurely, as became a reptile of consequence, set down his full

weight each step he took, and left a deep-marked track in

double line behind him. And yet., were his nerves less strong,

he might have bestirred himself; for the southern heavens were

.dark with tempest at the time, and a thunderous-like shower,

scarce a mile away, threatened to wet him to the skin. On it

came: and the large round drops, driven aslant by a gale from
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